Abstract-With the rapid increase in demand for mobile data, mobile network operators are trying to expand wireless network capacity by deploying wireless local area network (LAN) hotspots on to which they can offload their mobile traffic. However, these network-centric methods usually do not fulfill the interests of mobile users (MUs). Taking into consideration many issues such as different applications' deadlines, monetary cost and energy consumption, how the MU decides whether to offload their traffic to a complementary wireless LAN is an important issue. Previous studies assume the MU's mobility pattern is known in advance, which is not always true. In this paper, we study the MU's policy to minimize his monetary cost and energy consumption without known MU mobility pattern. We propose to use a kind of reinforcement learning technique called deep Q-network (DQN) for MU to learn the optimal offloading policy from past experiences. In the proposed DQN based offloading algorithm, MU's mobility pattern is no longer needed. Furthermore, MU's state of remaining data is directly fed into the convolution neural network in DQN without discretization. Therefore, not only does the discretization error present in previous work disappear, but also it makes the proposed algorithm has the ability to generalize the past experiences, which is especially effective when the number of states is large. Extensive simulations are conducted to validate our proposed offloading algorithms.
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I
T mobile data traffic demand is growing rapidly. According to the investigation of Cisco Systems [1], the mobile data traffic is expected to reach 24.3 exabytes per month by 2019, while it was only 2.5 exabytes per month at the end of 2014. On the other hand, the growth rate of the mobile network capacity is far from satisfying that kind of the demand, which has become a major problem for wireless mobile network operators (MNOs). Even though 5G technology is promising for providing huge wireless network capacity [2] , the development process is long and the cost is high. Economic methods such as time-dependent pricing [3] [4] have been proposed to change users' usage pattern, which are not user-friendly. Up to now, the best practice for increasing mobile network capacity is to deploy complementary networks (such as wireless LAN and femtocells), which can be quickly deployed and is cost-efficient. Using such methods, part of the MUs' traffic demand can be offloaded from a MNO's cellular network to the complementary network.
The process that a mobile device automatically changes its connection type (such as from cellular network to wireless LAN) is called vertical handover [5] . Mobile data offloading is facilitated by new standards such as Hotspot 2.0 [6] and the 3GPP Access Network Discovery and Selection Function (ANDSF) standard [7] , with which information of network (such as price and network load) can be broadcasted to MUs in real-time. Then MUs can make offloading decisions intelligently based on the real-time network information.
There are many works related to the wireless LAN offloading problem. However, previous works either considered the wireless LAN offloading problem from the network providers' perspective without considering the MU's quality of service (QoS) [8] [9] , or studied wireless LAN offloading from the MU's perspective [10] [11] [12] [13] , but without taking the energy consumption as well as cost problems into consideration. [14] [15] studied wireless LAN offloading problem from MU's perspective. While single-flow mobile date offloading was considered in [14] , multi-flow mobile data offloading problem is studied in [15] in which a MU has multiple applications to transmit data simultaneously with different deadlines. MU's target was to minimize its total cost, while taking monetary cost, preference for energy consumption, application's delay tolerance into consideration. This was formulated the wireless LAN offloading problem as a finite-horizon discrete-time Markov decision process [16] [17] [18] . A high time complexity dynamic programming (DP) based optimal offloading algorithm and a low time complexity heuristic offloading algorithm were prosed in [15] .
One assumption in [15] was that MU's mobile pattern from one place to another is known in advance, then the transition probability, which is necessary for optimal policy calculation in MDP, can be obtained in advance. However, the MU's mobility pattern may not be easily obtained or the accuracy is not high. Even though a Q-learning [19] based algorithm was proposed in [14] for the unknown MU's mobility pattern case, the learning, the convergence rate of the proposed algorithm is rather low due to the large number of states. It takes time for the reinforcement learning agent to experience all the states to estimate the Q-value.
In this paper, we propose a deep reinforcement learning algorithm, specifically, a deep Q-network (DQN) [20] based algorithm, to solve the multi-flow offloading problem with high convergence rate without knowing MU's mobility pattern. In reinforcement learning, the agent learns to make optimal decisions from past experience when interacting with the environment (see Fig. 1 ). In the beginning, the agent has no knowledge of the task and makes decision (or takes action), then, it receives a reward based on how well the task is done. Theoretically, if the agent experience all the situations (states) and get to know the value of its decision on all situations, the agent can make optimal decisions. However, often it is impossible for the agent to experience all situations. The agent does not have the ability to generalize its experience when unknown situations appear. Therefore, DQN [20] was developed to let agent generalize its experience. DQN uses deep neural networks (DNN) [21] to predict the Q-value in standard Q-learning, which is a value that maps from agent's state to different actions. Then, the optimal offload action can be directly obtained by choosing the one that has the maximum Q-value. Please refer to Table. 1 for the comparison of different works.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 illustrates the system model. Section 3 defines MU's mobile data offloading optimization target. Section 4 proposes DQN based algorithm. Section 5 illustrates the simulation and results. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 6.
S M
Since the cellular network coverage is rather high, we assume the MU can always access the cellular network, but cannot always access wireless LAN. The wireless LAN access points (APs) are usually deployed at home, stations, shopping malls and so on. Therefore, we assume that wireless LAN access is location-dependent. We mainly focus on applications with data of relative large size and delay-tolerance to download, for example, applications like software updates, file downloads. The MU has M files to download from a remote server. Each file forms a flow, and the set of flows is denoted as M={1, ..., M }. Each flow j ∈ M has a deadline T j . T=(T 1 , T 2 , ..., T M ) is the deadline vector for the MU's M flows. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that
We consider a slotted time system as t∈T ={1, ..., T M }. We only considered delay-tolerant traffic in this paper in which T j > 0 for j ∈ M. For non-delay-tolerant traffic, the deadline T j = 0. In this case, MU has to start to transmit data whenever there is a network available without network selection.
To simplify the analysis, we use limited discrete locations instead of infinite continuous locations. It is assumed that a MU can move among the L possible locations, which is denoted as set L={1, ..., L}. While the cellular network is available at all the locations, the availability of wireless LAN network is dependent on location l ∈ L. The MU has to make a decision on what network to select and how to allocate the available data rate among M flows at location l at time t by considering total monetary cost, energy consumption and remaining time for data transmission. The consideration of MU's energy consumption is one feature of our series of works [14] [15] . When the data rate of wireless LAN is too low, the energy consumption per Mega bytes data is high [22] (see Fig.2 ) and it will take a long time to transmit MU's data. For MUs who care about energy consumption or have a short deadline for data transmission, they may choose to use cellular network with high data rate even if wireless LAN is available. As in [13] [14] [15] the MU's decision making problem can be modeled as a finite-horizon Markov decision process.
We define the system state at t as in Eq. (1)
where l t ∈ L={1, ..., L} is the MU's location index at time t, which can be obtained from GPS. L is the location set. The MU's action a t at each decision epoch t is to determine whether to transmit data through wireless LAN (if wireless LAN is available), or cellular network, or just keep idle and how to allocate the network data rate to M flows. Please note that epoch is the same as time slot, at which MU makes action decision. We use epoch and time slot interchangeably in this paper. The reason why MU does not choose any of the network is that MU may try to wait for free or low price wireless LAN to save his/her money even though cellular is ready anytime. The survey in [23] had the results that more than 50% of the respondents would like to wait for 10 minutes to stream YouTube videos and 3-5 hours to download a file a if monetary incentive is given. The reason why MU does not choose any of the network is that MU may try to wait for free or low price wireless LAN to save his/her money even though cellular is ready anytime. The survey in [23] had the results that more than 50% of the respondents would like to wait for 10 minutes to stream YouTube videos and 3-5 hours to download a file a if monetary incentive is given.
Therefore, the MU's action vector is denoted as in Eq. (2)
where a t,c = (a 1 t,c , a 2 t,c , ..., a M t,c ) denotes the vector of cellular network allocated data rates, a j t,c denotes the cellular data rate allocated to flow j ∈M, and a t,w = (a 1 t,w , a 2 t,w , ..., a M t,w ) denotes the vector of wireless LAN network allocated data rates, and a j t,w denotes the wireless LAN rate allocated to flow j ∈M. Here the subscript c and w stand for cellular network and wireless LAN, respectively. Please note that a 1 t,w , a 2 t,w , ..., a M t,w all can be 0 if the MU is not in the coverage area of wireless LAN AP. Even though it is technically possible that wireless LAN and cellular network can be used at the same time, we assume that the MU can not use wireless LAN and cellular network at the same time. We make this assumption for two reasons: (i) If we restrict the MU to use only one network interface at the same time slot, then the MU's device may be used for longer time with the same amount of left battery.
(ii) Nowadays smartphones, such as an iPhone, can only use one network interface at the same time. We can easily implement our algorithms on a MU's device without changing the hardware or OS of the smartphone if we have this assumption. At time t, MU may choose to use wireless LAN (if wireless LAN is available) or cellular network, or not to use any network. If the MU chooses wireless LAN at t, the wireless LAN network allocated data rate to flow j, a j t,w , is greater than or equal to 0, and the MU does not use cellular network in this case, then a j t,c = 0. On the other hand, if the MU chooses cellular network at t, the cellular network allocated data rate to flow j, a j t,c , is greater than or equal to 0, and the MU does not use wireless LAN in this case, then a j t,w = 0. a j t,n , n ∈ {c, w} should not be greater than the remaining file size b j t for flow j ∈M.
The sum data rate of all the flows of cellular network and wireless LAN are denoted as a t,c = j ∈M a j t,c and a t,w = j ∈M a j t,w , respectively. a t,c and a t,w should satisfy the following conditions.
γ l c and γ l w are the maximum data rates of cellular network and wireless LAN, respectively, at each location l.
At each epoch t, three factors affect the MU's decision.
(1) monetary cost: it is the payment from the MU to the network service provider. We assume that the network service provider adopts usage-based pricing, which is being widely used by carriers in Japan, USA, etc. The MNO's price is denoted as p c . It is assumed that wireless LAN is free of charge. We define the monetary cost c t (s t , a t ) as in Eq. (5)
(2) energy consumption: it is the energy consumed when transmitting data through wireless LAN or 
cellular data rate allocated to flow j ∈M at time t a j t, w wireless LAN data rate allocated to flow j ∈M at time t a t, c a t, c = {a
cellular throughput in bps at location l. γ l w wireless LAN throughput in bps at location l. ε l c energy consumption rate of celllar network in joule/bits at location l. ε l w energy consumption rate of wireless LAN in joule/bits at location l. θ t energy preference of MU at t. p c MNO's usage-based price for cellular network service.
MU's penalty function for remaining data at
cellular network. We denote the MU's awareness of energy as in Eq. (6)
where ε l c is the energy consumption rate of the cellular network in joule/bits at location l and ε l w is the energy consumption rate of the wireless LAN in joule/bits at location l. It has been shown in [24] that both ε l c and ε l w decrease with throughput, which means that low transmission speed consumes more energy when transmitting the same amount of data. According to [25] , the energy consumptions for downlink and uplink are different. Therefore, the energy consumption parameters ε l c and ε l w should be differentiated for downlink or uplink, respectively. In this paper, we do not differentiate the parameters for downlink or uplink because only the downlink case is considered. Nevertheless, our proposed algorithms are also applicable for uplink scenarios with energy consumption parameters for uplink. θ t is the MU's preference for energy consumption at time t. θ t is the weight on energy consumption set by the MU. Small θ t means that the MU cares less on energy consumption. For example, if the MU can soon charge his smartphone, he may set θ t to a small value, or if the MU is in an urgent status and could not charge within a short time, he may set a large value for θ t .
θ t = 0 means that the MU does not consider energy consumption during the data offloading (3) penalty: if the data transmission does not finish before deadline T j , j ∈ M, the penalty for the MU is defined as Eq. (7).
where g(·) is a non-negative non-decreasing function. T j + 1 means that the penalty is calculated after deadline T j .
P F
MU has to decide all the actions from the first time epoch to the last one to minimize overall monetary cost and energy consumption for all the time epochs. Policy is the sequence of actions from the first time epoch to the last one. We formally have definition for policy as follows. Definition 1. The MU's policy is the actions he takes from from t = 1 to t = T M , which is defined as in Eq. (8)
where φ t (l t , b t ) is a function mapping from state s t = (l t , b t ) to a decision action at t.
The set of π is denoted as Π. If policy π is adopted, the state is denoted as s π t . The objective of the MU is to the minimize the expected total cost (include the monetary cost and the energy consumption) from t = 1 to t = T M and penalty at t =T M + 1 with an a optimal π * (see Eq. (9))
where r t (s t , a t ) is the sum of the monetary cost and the energy consumption as in Eq. (10)
The optimal policy is the the optimal solution of the minimization problem defined in Eq. (9) . Please note that the optimal action at each t does not lead to the optimal solution for the problem in Eq. (9) . At each time t, not only the cost for the current time t should be considered, but also the future expected cost.
The objective function of the minimization problem Eq.(9) includes three parts. The first two parts are denoted in r t (s t , a t ), which contains monetary cost and energy consumption. As shown in Eq. (5), the monetary cost is determined by the cellular network price p c and the data transmitted through cellular network a j t,c . The parameter a j t,c is the one that MU tries to determine in each time epoch t, which has the priority all the time. On the other hand, as shown in the Eq. (6), the parameters to minimize for energy consumption are a j t,c and a j t,w , which are the data transmitted through cellular network and wireless LAN, respectively. Whether the energy consumption has priority is determined by the MU's preference parameter θ t . Obviously, if θ t is set to zero by MU, Eq. (6) become zero and there is no priority for energy consumption in the target minimization problem. In this case, the value the minimization in Eq. (9) reached is the minimized total monetary cost. If θ t is set to nonzero by MU, Eq. (6) is also nonzero and energy consumption is also incorporated in the target minimization problem. In this case, the value the minimization in Eq. (9) reached is the minimized total monetary cost and energy consumption. The third part is the penalty defined in Eq. (7). The remaining data after deadline determines the penalty, which can not be directly controlled by MU. MU can only try to finish the data transmission before the deadline to eliminate the penalty.
DQN B O A
In reinforcement learning, an agent makes optimal decision by acquiring knowledge of the unknown environment through reinforcement. In our model in this paper, MU is the agent. The state is the location and remaining data size. The action is to choose cellular network, wireless LAN, or none of the two. The negative reward is the monetary cost and energy consumption at each time epoch. The MU's goal is to minimize the total monetary cost and energy consumption over all the time epochs. One important difference that arises in reinforcement learning and not in other kinds of learning is the trade-off between exploration and exploitation. To minimize the total monetary cost and energy consumption, MU must prefer actions that it has tried in the past and found to be effective in reducing monetary cost and energy consumption. But to discover such actions, it has to try actions that it has not selected before. The MU has to exploit what it already knows in order to reduce monetary cost and energy consumption, but it also has to explore in order to make better action selections in the future.
Initially, the MU has no experience. The MU has to explore unknown actions to get experience of monetary cost and energy consumption for some states. Once it gets the experiences, it can exploit what it already knows for the states but keep exploring at the same time. We use the parameter in Algorithm 1 to set the trade-off between exploration and exploitation.
There are many methods for MU to get optimal policy in reinforcement learning. Our previous work [14] adopted a Q-learning based approach, which is a kind of temporal difference (TD) learning algorithm [19] . TD learning algorithms require no model for the environment and are fully incremental. The core idea of Q-learning is to learn an action-value function that ultimately gives the expected MU's cost of taking a given action in a given state and following the optimal policy thereafter. The optimal action-value function follows the following optimality equation (or Bellman equation) in Eq. (11) [26] .
where γ is the discount factor in (0,1). The value of the action-value function is called Q-value. In Q-learning algorithm, the optimal policy can be easily obtained from optimal Q-value, Q * t (s, a), which is shown in Eq. (12)
Transition probability (or MU's mobility pattern, please note that when we mention "unknown transition probability" in this paper, it is also means "unknown mobility pattern") that is necessary in [15] is no longer needed in Q-learning based offloading algorithm. However, there are three problems in the reinforcement learning algorithm in [14] . l t is determined from GPS 8:
r nd ← random number in [0,1] 9: if r nd < : 10:
Choose action a randomly 11:
else: 12:
Choose action a based on Eq. (13) Sample random minibatch of (s j , a j , r j , s j+1 ) from D 18:
if j + 1 is termination: 19:
Set z j = r j 20:
else: 21:
Set
Execute a gradient descent step on (z j − Q t (s t , a t ; θ) 2 with respect to parameters θ.
24:
Every C steps resetQ=Q 25:
Set t := t + 1 26: end while
The state discretization induces error. The state of remaining data is continuous, which is discretized in algorithms in [14] and [15] as well. One way to reduce the error is to use small granularity to discretize the remaining data, which increases the number of state.
• (ii) The large number of state makes it difficult to implement the Q-learning algorithm. The simplest way of implementation is to use two-dimension table to store Q-value data, in which one of the dimensions indicates states and the other indicates actions. The method quickly becomes inviable with increasing sizes of state/action.
• (iii) The convergence rate of the algorithm is rather low. The algorithm begins to converge if MU experience many states and the agent does not have the ability to generalize its experience to unknown states.
Therefore, we propose to use DQN [20] based algorithm to solve the problem in Eq. (9) . In DQN based algorithm, DNN [21] is used to generalize MU's experience to predict the Q-value of unknown states. Furthermore, the continuous state of remaining data is fed into DNN directly without discretization error.
In DQN, the action-value function is estimated by a function approximator Q t (s, a; θ) with parameters θ. Then MU's optimal policy is obtained from the following Eq. (13) instead of Eq.(12)
A neural network function approximator with weights θ is called as a Q-network. The Q-network can be trained by changing the parameters θ i at iteration i to decrease the mean-squared error in the Bellman equation, where the optimal target values in Eq. (11), r t (s t , a t )+ γ min a t +1 Q t (s t+1 , a t+1 ), are replaced by the approximate target values
where θ − i is the parameter in the past iteration.
The mean-squared error (or loss function) is defined as in Eq. (15) .
The gradient of loss function can be obtained by differentiation as follows.
The gradient ∇ θ i Q t (s t , a t ; θ i ) gives the direction to minimize the loss function in Eq. (15) . The parameter are updated by the following rule in Eq.(17)
where α is the learning rate in (0,1). The proposed DQN based offloading algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. As shown from line 16 to line 23 in Algorithm 1, MU's experience (s t , a t , r t , s t+1 ) are stored in replay memory. Therefore, transition probability is no longer needed. The Q-value is estimated from continuous state in line 21 without discretization. Therefore, there is no discretization error.
The mobile terminal has all the information needed in reinforcement learning: the state, action, monetary cost and energy consumption at each time t, and the goal. Specifically, the mobile terminal has the location information from GPS, and the keep recording the remaining data for each flow, then mobile terminal has the information of state. The mobile terminal can also detect the candidate actions-cellular network, wireless LAN-at each location at each time epoch. Since the price of cellular network and energy consumption for different data rate is already known by MU, then the monetary cost and energy consumption information are also known to MU. The server just provides data source for mobile terminal to download.
P E
In this section, the performances of our proposed DQN based offloading algorithm are evaluated by comparing them with dynamic programming based offloading algorithm (DP) and heuristic offloading (Heuristic) algorithm in our previous work [15] . We employed the DP and Heuristic methods as comparative methods to show that our proposed reinforcement learning based algorithm is effective even if the MU's mobility pattern (or transition probability) from one place to another is unknown. While the DP algorithm was proposed to get the optimal solution of the formulated Markov decision process (MDP) problem, the Heuristic algorithm was proposed to get near-optimal solution of the same problem with low time-complexity. These two algorithms were based on the assumption that MU's transition probability from one place to another is known in advance. We try to show by comparison that our proposed DQN algorithm in this paper is valid even if the MU's transition probability is unknown.
Since the transition probability is necessary for DP and heuristic algorithms to work, we input some "incorrect" transition probability by adding some noise to the MU's "true" transition probability and check the performance.
We developed a simulator by Python 2.7, which can be downloaded from URL link (https://github.com/aqian2006/ OffloadingDQN).
A four by four grid is used in simulation. Therefore, L is 16. Wireless LAN APs are randomly deployed in L locations. The cellular usage price is assumed as 1.5 yen/Mbyte. It is assumed that each location is a square of 10 meters by 10 meters. The MU is an pedestrian and the time slot length is assumed as 10 seconds. The epsilon greedy parameter is set to 0.08. Pr(l |l) = 0.6 means that the probability that MU stays in the same place from time t to t is 0.6. And MU moves to the neighbour location with equal probability, which can be calculated as Pr(l t+1 |l t ) = (1 − 0.6)/(number of neighbors). Because DP algorithm in [15] can not work without transition probability information, we utilize the aforementioned transition probability but add some noise to the transition probability. Please note that our proposed DQN based algorithm do not need the transition probability Pr. The Pr is externally given to formulate the simulation environment.
The less the Pr is, the more dynamic of MU is. High Pr value means the the probability that MU stays a the same place is high. If Pr is changed to small value, the proposed DQN based algorithm is expected to have better performance. The reason is that in the DQN based algorithm, the exploration and exploitation is incorporated into the algorithm, which can adapt to environment changes. The average Wireless LAN throughput γ l t,w is assumed as 15 Mbps1, while average cellular network throughput γ l t,c is 10 Mbps2. We generate wireless LAN throughput for each AP from a truncated normal distribution, and the mean and standard deviation are assumed as 15Mbps and 6Mbps respectively. The wireless LAN throughput is in the range [9Mbps, 21Mbps]. Similarly, we generate cellular throughput from a truncated normal distribution, and the mean and standard deviation are assumed as 10Mbps and 5Mbps respectively. The cellular network throughput is in range [5Mbps, 15Mbps]. σ in Algorithm 1 is assumed as 1 Mbytes. Each epoch lasts for 1 seconds. The penalty function is assumed as g(b t )=2 j ∈M b j t . Please refer to Table 4 for the parameters used in the simulation.
Because the energy consumption rate is a decreasing function of throughput, we have the sample data from [22] (see Table  3 ). We then fit the sample data by an exponential function f 1 (x) = 1.4274 * e −0.063x as shown in Fig. 2 . We also made a new energy-throughput function as f 2 (x) = 1.4 * e −0.09x , which is just lower than f 1 (x). If we do not explicitly point that we use f 2 (x), we basically use f 1 (x). Please note that the energy consumption rate of cellular and wireless LAN may be different for the same throughput, but we assume they are the same and use the same fitting function as in Fig. 2 . Fig.3 shows the comparison of monetary cost among Proposed DQN, Heuristic and DP algorithms with different number of flows. The monetary cost of all three algorithms increases with the number of flows. Please note that we fixed the number of APs to 8 in Table 4. 1. We tested repeatedly with an iPhone 5s on the public wireless LAN APs of one of the biggest Japanese wireless carriers. The average throughput was 15 Mbps.
2. We also tested with an iPhone 5s on one of the biggest Japanese wireless carriers' cellular network. We use the value 10 Mbps for average cellular throughput. f 1 (x) = 1.4274 * e 0.063x f 2 (x) = 1.4 * e 0.09x 
The monetary cost of Proposed DQN is lower than DP and Heuristic. And the Heuristic sometimes performance better than DP. The reason is that the DP algorithm with incorrect transition probability cannot obtain optimal policy, while our Proposed DQN can learn how to choose optimal policy with unknown transition probability. Fig.4 shows the comparison of the energy consumption among Proposed DQN, Heuristic and DP algorithms with different number of flows. Two energy-throughput functions f 1 (x) and f 2 (x) are used. The overall energy consumption with f 1 (x) is greater than that with f 2 (x). The reason is that energy consumption rate of f 1 (x) is much higher than that of f 2 (x) as shown in Fig. 2 . The performance of Proposed DQN algorithm is the best with each energy-throughput function. The reason is that the Proposed DQN algorithm leans how to act optimally while both Heuristic and DP algorithms can not act optimally without correct transition probability. Fig.5 shows the comparison of monetary cost among Proposed DQN, Heuristic and DP algorithms with different number of APs. Please note that we fixed the number of flows to the first three in Table 4 . It can be seen that the monetary cost of Proposed DQN algorithm is lowest. The reason is also that both both Heuristic and DP algorithms can not find the optimal policy with incorrect transition probability. With a large number of wireless LAN APs deployed, the chance of using cheap wireless LAN increases. Then, the MU can reduce his monetary cost by using cheap wireless LAN. Therefore, all three algorithms' monetary costs decreases with the number of APs. Energy Consumption (joule) 6 shows how the MU's energy consumption changes with the number of deployed APs under the two energy-throughput functions f 1 (x) and f 2 (x). Similar to Fig.4 , the performance of Proposed DQN algorithm is the best with either f 1 (x) or f 2 (x). It shows that the energy consumptions of all three algorithms just slightly decrease with the number of APs. The reason is that the energy consumption depends on the throughput. The larger the throughput, the lower is the energy consumption. With large number of wireless LAN APs, the MU has more chance to use wireless LAN with high throughput since the average throughput of a wireless LAN is assumed as higher than that of cellular network (see Table 4 ). Fig.7 and Fig.8 shows how monetary cost and energy consumption changes with time among Proposed DQN, Heuristic and DP algorithms with different number of APs. It is obvious that it takes time for the Proposed DQN to learn. The performance is not so good as Heuristic and DP. But the performance of Proposed DQN become better and better with time goes by. We also have show the performance with perfect MDP transition probability of DP algorithm, it shows that the performance of DP is best. 
C
In this paper, we studied the multi-flow mobile data offloading problem in which a MU has multiple applications that want to download data simultaneously with different deadlines. We proposed a DQN based offloading algorithm to solve the wireless LAN offloading problem to minimize the MU's monetary and energy cost. The proposed algorithm is effective even if the MU's mobility pattern is unknown. The simulation results have validated our proposed offloading algorithm. This work assumes that the MNO adopts usage-based pricing, in which the MU paid for the MNO in proportion to data usage. In the future, we will evaluate other usage-based pricing variants like tiered data plan, in which the payment of the MU is a step function of data usage. And we will also use time-dependent pricing (TDP) we proposed in [3] [27], without changing the framework and algorithms proposed in this paper. 
